It is shown that nonsingular light beams can generate singular birefringent patterns in homogeneous birefringent elastic media. These orientational defects of the optical-axis spatial distribution originate from an optical torque driven by a nonzero longitudinal field component. Singular radial and spin-dependent azimuthal light-induced elastic distortion patterns are described and experimentally observed in a uniform liquid-crystal film in the course of a focused circularly polarized Gaussian beam. Here we show the possibility to optically induce singular birefringent patterns in the bulk of initially homogeneous and uniform birefringent elastic media from light fields free from any singular structure. We develop a model for the most common birefringent and elastic media-liquid crystals-and experimental demonstration is reported. Let us consider a homogeneous slab of a uniaxial medium lying in the ͑x , y͒ plane, with its optical axis n along z, in the course of a normally incident light beam. An optical torque density ⌫ ϰ ⑀ a ͑n ϫ E * ͒͑n · E͒ + c.c. is therefore exerted by light on the birefringent medium, where E is the complex electric field, ⑀ a = ⑀ ʈ − ⑀ Ќ is the anisotropy of the permittivity tensor ⑀ ij , and symbols Ќ ( ʈ ) refer to directions perpendicular (parallel) to n and c.c. to complex conjugate. Namely,
Light fields can possess and propagate angular momentum, sum of a spin and an orbital contribution [1] that may be coupled. Such coupling can appear as much at the interface between two isotropic media [2] , in inhomogeneous locally isotropic media [3] , or during scattering by an isotropic particle [4] , as in homogeneous [5, 6] or inhomogeneous [7] [8] [9] anisotropic media. The most promising spin-to-orbital angular-momentum couplers are based on nonreconfigurable axially symmetric spatially patterned birefringent liquid-crystal (LC) elements [8, 10, 11] . Here we show the possibility to optically induce singular birefringent patterns in the bulk of initially homogeneous and uniform birefringent elastic media from light fields free from any singular structure. We develop a model for the most common birefringent and elastic media-liquid crystals-and experimental demonstration is reported.
Let us consider a homogeneous slab of a uniaxial medium lying in the ͑x , y͒ plane, with its optical axis n along z, in the course of a normally incident light beam. An optical torque density ⌫ ϰ ⑀ a ͑n ϫ E * ͒͑n · E͒ + c.c. is therefore exerted by light on the birefringent medium, where E is the complex electric field, ⑀ a = ⑀ ʈ − ⑀ Ќ is the anisotropy of the permittivity tensor ⑀ ij , and symbols Ќ ( ʈ ) refer to directions perpendicular (parallel) to n and c.c. to complex conjugate. Namely,
where ͑e r , e , e z ͒ is the cylindrical coordinates basis. Obviously, a plane-wave light-matter interaction implies no torque, since E z = 0 in that case. However, a focused light beam exerts nonzero radial ͑⌫ r ͒ and azimuthal ͑⌫ ͒ torque densities owing to the existence of a longitudinal field component E z 0. In elastic media such as LCs, the above torques will respectively excite azimuthal ͑␦n ͒ and radial ͑␦n r ͒ distortions of the optical axis spatial distribution, ␦n = ␦n r e r + ␦n e ͑2͒ (see Fig. 1 ). Note that this situation differs from the optical Fréedericksz transition problem [12] , since ⌫ 0 for ␦n = 0, i.e., there is no threshold.
The general procedure relies on the minimization of the total free energy F = ͐ 0 L ͐ 0 ϱ ͐ 0 2 r͑F el + F opt ͒ddrdz, where F el,em are the elastic and optical free-energy densities, respectively (input facet at z = 0, thickness L). Namely, F el = ͑1/2͒Kٌ͓͑ · n͒ 2 + ٌ͉ ϫ n͉ 2 ͔, with K the Frank elastic constant in the single-constant approximation and
To solve the problem thus requires (i) the knowledge of the light field in the medium and (ii) an ansatz for the elastic distortions.
To tackle with the first condition we use an incident circularly polarized (CP) Gaussian beam for the purpose of illustration. The electric field inside the LC is derived within the paraxial approximation of a beam passing through a c-cut uniaxial medium [13] , thus neglecting the feedback of small distortions on the light propagation itself. Then, a convenient approximate solution for the transverse part of the field is obtained from [14] and the derivation of the longitudinal part follows from [13] . We obtain, up to the phase factor exp͑−it + ik 0 n Ќ z͒,
where E ± refers to left/right-handed incident CP described by the unit vectors c ± = ͑e x ± ie y ͒ / ͱ 2; the wavelength; and ⌬ = ⑀␤r 2 z / Z 2 with ⑀ = ͑n ʈ − n Ќ ͒ / n. We notice that, in a first attempt, the strong focusing corrections [2, 15, 16] can be neglected, as justified experimentally by using an NA= 0.5 objective in an underfilling configuration.
The second condition is inferred from the torque and field expressions given above, which lead us to retain a cylindrically symmetric radial dependence of the form ␦n ␣ ϰ ͑r / w 0 ͒exp͑−2r 2 / w 0 2 ͒, with ␣ = ͑r , ͒ that implicitly assumes an isotropic elasticity. In addition, strong boundary conditions for n allow us to choose 
where we defined 0 = w 0 / z 0 as the half-divergence of the beam and introduced the reduced coordinates, r = r / w 0 and z = z / z 0 , and power, P = P 0 / P * , where P 0 = ncw 0 2 E 0 2 / 16 is the total input power and P * = cK / n ͑ϳmW͒ is a characteristic power with c the speed of light in free space. In addition, f͑z͒ = sin 2 ͑q z͒ / ͑1+z 2 ͒, g͑z͒ = z͑z 2 −1͒sin 2 ͑q z͒ / ͑1+z 2 ͒ 3 , h͑z͒ = sin͑q z͒ / ͑1+z 2 ͒ 2 , and L n,m = 1 2 ⌫͑n +1/2͓͒2/͑1+z 2 ͒ +2͑m −1͔͒ −͑n+1͒/2 with ⌫ the Gamma function.
Typical light-induced elastic distortion patterns are shown in Fig. 2 for w 0 =1 m, L = 100 m, n Ќ = 1.53, n ʈ = 1.77, and a reduced power P = P 0 / P * = 200. The radial and azimuthal patterns are displayed in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) , respectively. Moreover, it is found that the handedness of the chiral azimuthal pattern, which is clearly identified in Fig. 2(b) , is related to the incident CP handedness.
In experiments, we used the setup shown in Fig. 3 .
A c + polarized TEM 00 pump beam with 1 = 514.5 nm is focused (half-filled NA= 0.5 objective that gives a beam-waist diameter of Ϸ2 m) at normal incidence on a L = 100-m-thick nematic LC film (E7, from Merck) with strong anchoring conditions that impose n = e z in the absence of light. The output c ± components are separated using a quarter-wave plate and a polarization beamsplitter and imaged on CCD 1,2 . Finally, a weak collinear linearly polarized TEM 00 beam ͑ 2 = 632.8 nm͒ probes the illuminated region, and its orthogonal linearly polarized output component is monitored by CCD 3 . At low incident power, the LC is almost unperturbed and the main features expected from a c-cut uniaxial crystal are observed [5, 6] , namely, the generation of a c − polarized optical vortex associated with a phase singularity described by a phase factor exp͑iᐉ͒ with ᐉ = 2, as shown by the double spiral fringes obtained from interferences between the input and the ᐉ = 2 beams [see inset of Fig. 3 ]. Conversely, the c + polarized counterpart has a smooth wavefront profile and bears no orbital angular momentum ͑ᐉ =0͒. The corresponding doughnut and bell-shaped intensity patterns are shown in Fig. 4(a) , and the optical axis distribution is evidenced by the so-called Maltese cross for the probe beam [a twisted version of it, see below, is shown in Fig. 4(c) ]. As the power is increased, cylindrically symmetric light-induced elastic distortions build up and are retrieved from the c ± output intensity patterns for the pump beam. This is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) , where the power dependence of the first dislocation ring diameter, d, measured from the ᐉ = 0 component [ Fig. 4(a) ], is shown. This dark ring corresponds to a total phase delay between extraordinary and ordinary waves. Hence, we conclude that the larger is the power, the larger is the effective birefringence for that particular direction given by the angle d . The latter angle is thus defined from Ӎ͑2 / ͒͐ 0 L ⌬n eff ͑r = d z , z͒dz, where ⌬n eff ͑r , z͒Ӎn⑀ eff 2 ͑r , z͒ is the effective birefringence with eff ͑r , z͒Ӎ d + ͉␦n͉͑r , z͒ the local angle between the director and the optical ray at an angle d from the z axis. The predicted power dependence of d is shown in the inset of Fig. 4(b) , which offers a qualitative agreement only. This is explained by the crude, single-mode approximation ͑M =1͒ that implies a symmetric longitudinal distortion profile although the optical torque density is longitudinally asymmetric in practice. This could be taken into account by retaining higher-order modes ͑M Ͼ 1͒ but without change of the overall qualitative behavior. The above observations prove the appearance of radial elastic distortions, ␦n r ͑r , z͒ 0, and the null intensity at r = 0 for the ᐉ = 2 beam allows to precise that ␦n͑r =0,z͒ = 0. Moreover, the Maltese cross is all the more twisted as the power is increased (not shown here), which is the signature of powerdependent azimuthal distortions, ␦n ͑r , z͒ 0. Finally, we find that the handedness of such chiral pattern depends on the incident input polarization handedness; see Fig. 4(c) . A qualitative overall agreement with the model is therefore obtained until the axial symmetry breaks down at a higher power through an orientational Fréedericksz instability.
Mechanical effects of CP light in axially symmetric, but inhomogeneous, LCs have been recently discussed for radial nematic droplets [17, 18] . In [17] the dielectric torque density was shown to locally balance the moment of the optical radiation force density. The laser-induced distortions issues, however, were not considered, and the calculations were done using an erroneous representation of the electric field, free of phase singularity. Nevertheless, the use of a correct representation leaves the conclusions of [17] unchanged. In contrast, [18] reports on light-induced chiral distortions, however, neither unveiling the physical mechanism at work nor giving a quantitative description of the phenomenon.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that nonsingular light beams can generate singular birefringent patterns in homogeneous uniaxial elastic media. Radial and spin-dependent azimuthal laser-induced distortion modes have been theoretically predicted and experimentally observed in LC thin films.
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